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The development of synthetic methods based on harnessing 
the power of visible light for promoting stereoselective reac
tions using photoredox catalysts is at the forefront of modern 
organic chemistry.

The group of Professor Garret Miyake at Colorado State 
University (Fort Collins, USA) and University of Colorado Boul
der (USA) has been working toward developing strongly re
ducing organic photoredox catalysts that operate using visible 
light, in particular for organocatalyzed atomtransfer radical 
polymerization. “For example, we have shown that N,Ndi
aryl dihydrophenazines or Narylphenoxazines are success
ful photoredox catalysts for the synthesis of polymers with 
controlled molecular weights and architectures,” explained 
Professor Miyake, continuing: “Additionally, these compounds 
have similar properties to precious metal ruthenium or iridi
um photoredox catalysts. We have also become interested 
in exploring if these organic molecules cannot only serve as 
 sustainable alternatives to precious metal catalysts but po
tentially access even new reactivity, because these organic 
molecules can have even stronger reducing potentials, longer 
excited state lifetimes, while possessing high triplet quan
tum yields. In fact, these organic molecules can catalyze tri
fluoromethylation reactions or participate in dual photoredox 
 coupling reactions that were previously only demonstrated 
with metal catalysts.”

Postdoctoral researcher Dr. Bin Liu started exploring the 
synthesis of aromatic thioethers because of their importance 
across a wide range of pharmaceuticals and natural products 

(Figure 1). “In traditional approaches, aromatic thioethers are 
produced via the use of alkoxide bases, specific or air-sensi-
tive ligands, high temperature, and transitionmetal catalysts 
(Scheme 1),” confirmed Dr. Liu. “However, the high cost of 
 typically employed precious transition metals (e.g. palladium) 
and limited functional group tolerance (e.g. due to the use 
of strong alkoxide bases) have imposed limitations on their 
use,” he said. Advances have been made in the production of 
aromatic thioethers via photoredox catalysis; however, these 
approaches either require UV irradiation or involve the use of 
nickel and iridium transition metals (Scheme 1).

Therefore, according to Professor Miyake, the continual de
velopment of environmentally friendly and atomeconomical 
methods for constructing C–S bonds is of significant import-
ance with broad impact across the areas of smallmolecule 
synthesis and materials. “Liu’s investigation was performed 
using organic photoredox catalysts and he observed that C–S 
crosscoupled products could be obtained in high yields,” ex
plained Professor Miyake. He continued: “However, his con
trol experiments also revealed that the desired product was 
also isolated in high yield (97%) in the absence of the organic 
photoredox catalyst after one hour of white LED irradiation at 
room temperature. This result was clearly due to a novel reac
tion pathway leading to C–S bond formation.”

Another postdoctoral researcher, Dr. Chern-Hooi Lim, used 
density functional theory (DFT) calculations, in conjunction 
with UV–Vis spectroscopy, to support the formation of an 
EDA complex between the electronrich thiolate anion and 
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Figure 1 Thioether-containing medicinally relevant molecules
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the electronpoor aryl halide. “This EDA complex has UVVis 
absorption that extends into the visible region. Upon light 
absorption, an electron is transferred from the thiolate to the 
aryl halide species; this results in the formation of a thiyl ra
dical and an aryl radical, which subsequently combine to form 
the C–S crosscoupled product,” explained Professor Miyake.

Expanding upon his original discovery, Dr. Liu devel
oped this method consisting of a transitionmetalfree cross 

coupling reaction between readily available aryl halides and 
aryl thiols to produce aromatic thioethers (>60 examples). 
Professor Miyake explained that the reaction is promoted by 
visible light via a proposed intermolecular chargetransfer 
mechanism. “This C–S crosscoupling methodology involves 
mild conditions: the reaction only requires the use of a mild 
base (e.g. Cs2CO3 and K2CO3) and the system is irradiated un
der visible light at room temperature,” remarked Professor 
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Scheme 1 Comparison of chemical methods to access aryl thioethers from aryl halides

Figure 2 Scope of (hetero)arene coupling partners
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 Miyake. “Furthermore, the use of mild and inorganic Cs2CO3 
base has tolerated acidic functional groups such as amines, 
alcohols, and carboxylic acids.”

With the optimized conditions in hand, the substrate 
scope and functional group tolerance of the reaction was in
vestigated extensively. “Gratifyingly, the scope of the reaction 
is very broad (with over 60 examples) and is summarized here 
by a number of representative examples described in Figures 2 
and 3,” said Professor Miyake. He continued: “While this new
ly reported method represents a major advance in C–S cross
coupling methodology, limitations still exist in terms of alkyl 
thiols and electronrich aryl halides that can be used.”

Professor Miyake concluded: “We believe this synthetic 
procedure may find broad applications facilitating the access 
to new thioethercontaining compounds in pharmaceutical, 
agrochemical, and materials sciences.”

Figure 3 Selected examples of thiols and aryl halides
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